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Abstrat.

Seleted reent data from ollider experiments pertaining to the understanding of

QCD at low Bjorken-x are reviewed. The status of QCD and Regge fatorisation in

hard di�rative interations is disussed in terms of data from HERA and the Tevatron.

The possibility of anomalous behaviour in the  total ross setion is onfronted with

the most reent measurements from LEP. Data from all three olliders that are sensitive

to possible BFKL e�ets are presented and di�erent interpretations are disussed.

PACS numbers: 00.00, 20.00, 42.10

1. Introdution

Sine the HERA and Tevatron olliders have been operational, abundant data have

beome available that are sensitive to proton struture at low parton-x. Data on photon

struture from HERA and LEP have been similarly impressive. This latest generation

of olliders has pushed bak the limits of our understanding of QCD onsiderably. There

is not spae here to do justie to all low x data. Instead, three partiularly topial areas

that were disussed at the 1999 Durham Phenomenology Workshop are singled out.

2. Fatorisation in Hard Di�ration

The HERA and Tevatron experiments have now produed abundant high quality data

on the `single di�rative' proesses 

�

p ! Xp and �pp ! X

(�)

p

at low momentum

transfer. Hard sales, provided for example by a highly virtual photon (in the 

�

p ase)

or �nal state jets or heavy quarks, enourage the use of perturbative QCD as a tool

with whih to understand the parton level dynamis. The development of tehniques

whih simultaneously desribe the 

�

p and �pp single dissoiation proesses is a major

urrent issue in hadron phenomenology.

The generi di�rative proess at HERA of the type ep ! eXp is illustrated in

�gure 1a. A photon of virtuality Q

2

interats with a proton at a 

�

p invariant mass W

and squared four momentum transfer t to produe a dissoiating photon system X of

invariant masses M

X

, the proton remaining intat. In the orresponding proess at the

z Supported by the UK Partile Physis and Astronomy Researh Counil (PPARC).
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Tevatron, the photon is replaed by an anti-proton, with either of the beam partiles

dissoiating.Two further variables are usually introdued; the fration of the proton

momentum that is exhanged to the system X is denoted �x, whilst � = x=� is the

fration of the exhanged momentum arried by the quark oupling to the photon.
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Figure 1. (a) The generi photon dissoiation proess at HERA. (b) Diagram

of the dominating leading order QCD proess in models involving a pomeron with

partoni sub-struture. A q�q pair is produed via photon-gluon-fusion (

�

g ! q�q). ()

Illustration of the low x parton ladder in DIS.

A QCD fatorisation theorem has reently been proved for a general lass of semi-

inlusive proesses in deep-inelasti sattering (DIS), whih inlude the single di�rative

proess [1℄. This implies that a onept of `di�rative parton distributions' an be

introdued [2℄, expressing proton parton probability distributions under the onstraint

of an intat �nal state proton with partiular values of � and t. The ross setion for

di�rative DIS an then be expressed as

�



�

p!Xp

(�; t; x; Q

2

) �

X

i

f

i=p

(�; t; x; Q

2

)
 �̂



�

i

(x;Q

2

) ;

where f

i=p

(�; t; x; Q

2

) are the di�rative parton distributions, evolving with x and

Q

2

aording to the DGLAP equations at �xed � and t, and �̂



�

i

(x;Q

2

) are parton

interation ross setions.

The phenomenology of soft hadroni interations suggests that it is possible to

introdue a universal fatorisable pomeron exhange with a ux fator dependent only

on � and t. With this additional assumption of `Regge fatorisation', the framework

of di�rative parton distributions an be used to de�ne parton distributions for the

pomeron [3℄, whih should desribe all hard di�rative sattering proesses. The

di�rative DIS ross setion an then be written as

�



�

p!Xp

(�; t; �; Q

2

) � f

IP=p

(�; t)


X

i

f

i=IP

(�;Q

2

)
 �̂



�

i

(�;Q

2

) :

The validity of this seond hypothesis for di�rative DIS, inorporating both QCD

and Regge fatorisation, has been extensively tested at HERA. Measurements of the

x At HERA, � is usually referred to as x

IP

. Here � is used to make expliit the orrespondene with

the equivalent variable at the Tevatron.
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total ross setion for di�rative deep-inelasti sattering, usually presented in the form

of a t-integrated di�rative struture funtion F

D(3)

2

(�;Q

2

; �) [4{6℄ have shown that, to

the present level of auray, the fatorisation between the � and the (�,Q

2

) dependene

is obeyed.k Parton distributions for the pomeron have been extrated [4, 7℄ from QCD

analyses of the � and Q

2

dependene of F

D

2

using the DGLAP evolution equations. All

suh extrations yield parton distributions whih are heavily dominated by gluons at low

sales, the gluon density remaining large even at high frational momentum. Figure 1b

then represents the dominant proess at leading order of QCD. A gluon arrying a

fration z of the pomeron momentum undergoes boson-gluon fusion (

�

g ! q�q) with

the virtual photon.

Monte Carlo models based on the parton distributions extrated from F

D

2

desribe

HERA di�rative �nal state data well [8, 9℄. The most stringent tests ome from

di�rative dijet and open harm ross setions, as both are sensitive to the magnitude

as well as the shape of the gluon distribution. Reent data from H1 on di�rative dijet

eletroprodution [10℄ are shown in �gure 2a. The fatorisable partoni pomeron model

(labelled \res IP") gives a reasonable desription of the measurement. Similarly good

agreement is found with ZEUS data on di�rative harm eletroprodution [11℄, though

a di�rative D

�

measurement from H1 in a slightly di�erent kinemati region suggests

deviations from fatorisation [12℄. With this single exeption, HERA data support the

hypothesis that both QCD and Regge fatorisation an be applied to all hard di�rative

proesses in DIS.

There are good reasons to believe that the QCD fatorisation theorem for di�rative

DIS [1℄ annot be extended to hard di�ration in hadron-hadron interations [14℄. The

fatorisation hypothesis for p�p sattering has now been tested in some detail by taking

parton distributions extrated from F

D

2

data at HERA and using them to predit ross

setions for hard di�rative proesses at the Tevatron. By now it is lear that this

approah universally predits ross setions well in exess of those measured.

One example [15℄ is a measurement of the fration N

di�

=N

inl

of all dijet events that

arise from the single dissoiation proess �pp ! Xp, where the intat �nal state proton

has 0:035 < � < 0:095 and is sattered at jtj < 1 GeV

2

. From this ratio, the quantity

F

D

JJ

=

N

di�

N

inl

(x

�p

)

�

x

�p

g(x

�p

) +

4

9

[q(x

�p

) + �q(x

�p

)℄

�

�p

is formed, where x

�p

is the Bjorken saling variable for the antiproton and x

�p

g(x

�p

) +

4

9

[q(x

�p

) + �q(x

�p

)℄ represent the (known) e�etive parton densities in the anti-proton after

allowing for the leading order olour fator of 4=9. Assuming fatorisation is valid, the

resulting quantity should orrespond to the e�etive parton densities of the pomeron;

F

D

JJ

=

�

�g(�) +

4

9

[q(�) + �q(�)℄

�

IP


 f

IP=p

(�) :

The quantity F

D

JJ

is shown as a funtion of � in �gure 2b and is ompared with preditions

based on parton densities extrated from F

D

2

by H1 [4℄. The preditions are saled down

k The deviations from this fatorisation shown to be present in [4℄ an be explained in full when a

sub-leading exhange (f , !, � and / or a trajetory) is introdued.
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Figure 2. (a) Q

2

and jet transverse momentum (p

jet

T

) distributions for di�rative

dijet eletroprodution data, ompared with the preditions of the RAPGAP Monte

Carlo model inorporating a set of pomeron parton distributions extrated from F

D

2

data. (b) � dependene of the quantity F

D

JJ

(see text), related to the fration of p�p

dijet events that are produed di�ratively. The data are ompared with preditions

based on two slightly di�erent sets of di�rative parton densities extrated from F

D

2

(top and bottom plots), the preditions being redued by a fator of 20 for the plots.

by a fator of 20, illustrating the size of the fatorisation breaking e�ets. At least for

�

<

�

0:3, the data and predition are also rather di�erent in shape.

Another reent measurement from CDF is the fration of visible beauty prodution

that is attributable to di�ration, whih yields the result [16℄

�

di�

�

bb

�

inl

�

bb

= 0:62 � 0:19 (stat:) � 0:16 (syst:) ;

whereas the preditions on the basis of di�rative parton densities extrated from ep

data are at the level of 10%.

In a omplementary analysis, Alvero et al [7℄ have extrated di�rative parton

distributions from F

D

2

and photoprodution dijet data from HERA and made preditions

for various Tevatron measurements. Similarly large disrepanies are found when

prediting the rate of W and dijet prodution as omponents of the system X in the

proess �pp! X

(�)

p

[17,18℄, with even larger di�erenes for dijet prodution in the double

pomeron exhange proess p�p! pX �p.

Something beyond the simplest Regge and QCD fatorisation assumptions is learly

required to desribe simultaneously di�rative data from HERA and the Tevatron. The

pertinent question now is whether it is possible to build a phenomenologial model

of this breakdown of fatorisation. One possibility is that where beam remnants are

present on both sides of a rapidity gap, resattering takes plae, tending to destroy the

gap. A very interesting plae to study this possibility is in photoprodution, where both

fatorisable (diret photon) and non-fatorisable (resolved photon) interations may be
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expeted to be present. A �rst study an be found in [20℄.

3. Total Cross Setions

Total hadron-hadron ross setions are well desribed over a very wide energy range by

two omponent Regge �ts [21℄, orresponding (via the optial theorem) to the exhange

of the pomeron and a sub-leading (�, !, f , a) trajetory in the elasti amplitude. The

interept of the leading pomeron trajetory is most aurately determined from the high

energy rise in the �pp ross setion. Other total ross setions suh as �

�

p math this

sheme well, though no data exist at entre of mass energies

>

�

30 GeV.

In the ase where one or both of the interating hadrons is replaed by a photon,

arguments have been made that the presene of a bare photon oupling in addition to the

vetor meson dominane hadroni omponent may lead to a faster rise of the total ross

setion with energy than is the ase for pure hadron-hadron sattering. Eikonalised

minijet models [22℄, inorporating semi-hard QCD interations whilst avoiding the

eventual violation of unitarity assoiated with simple Regge pole models, an be made

to �t the available data [23℄. HERA data on the total p ross setion at entre of mass

energyW

p

� 200 GeV [24℄ are onsistent with the simple Regge pole model, though the

systemati errors are large and no strong onlusion is yet possible. The inreasingly

preise data from LEP on the total  ross setion, whih may be expeted to rise

faster even than the p ross setion, may shed some light on this issue.

Both L3 [25℄ and OPAL [26℄ have measured the total  ross setion in the region

10

<

�

W



< 100 GeV. For the data used, both eletrons and many �nal state hadrons

are lost down the beam-pipe, making the kinematis diÆult to onstrain. The data are

shown, together with lower energy �xed target data, in �gure 3a. The LEP data learly

show the high energy rise withW observed in the �pp, pp and p ross setions. A simple

fatorisation law of the type �



= �

2

p

=�

pp

desribes the data remarkably well.

It is not yet lear whether the rise with W is faster than that observed for total

hadron-hadron ross setions; the OPAL data are onsistent with the pomeron interept

desribing soft hadroni interations whereas the L3 result is signi�antly larger. The

results are rather sensitive to the assumptions on �

IR

(0). As an be seen from �gure 3a,

a model based on minijets [23℄ also gives a reasonable desription of the data, as do the

Shuler and Sj�ostrand [27℄ and PHOJET [28℄ models, whih attempt to make smooth

transitions between the photon in its hadroni and point-like manifestations.

Improved data are required before a �rm onlusion an be reahed onerning the

possible anomalous behaviour of �

tot



. The main soure of error in the measurements

arises from the model dependene of the aeptane orretions, with results di�erent at

the level of � 20% obtained when PHOJET or PYTHIA [29℄ is used for the orretions.

The prinipal reason for this is the di�erent treatments of the di�rative hannels in

the two models. Any onstraints that an be plaed on the di�rative proesses in

 sattering will improve the total ross setion measurement onsiderably. Proesses

involving the quasi-elasti prodution of vetor mesons are likely to be the easiest to
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Figure 3. (a) A ompilation of total  ross setion data. The L3 data are orreted

using the PHOJET Monte Carlo model. The OPAL data are the average of the values

obtained when orreting with PHOJET or PYTHIA, with a systemati error reeting

the di�erene between the two ases. (b) Distribution in p

2

T

(�) ' jtj for the `single

dissoiative' proess  ! �

0

X .

measure, due to the well known deay angular distributions. L3 have taken the �rst

steps towards measurements of the `quasi-elasti' ( ! �

0

�

0

) and `single dissoiation'

( ! �

0

X) proesses. A measurement of the t distribution of the single dissoiation

proess is shown in �gure 3b. Fitting the data to the usual exponential parameterisation

d�=dt / e

bt

yields a slope parameter in the region b � 2. Information of this sort

provides very useful input to soft physis models and should ultimately redue the

model dependene unertainties on the total ross setion.

4. Searhes for BFKL Dynamis

The BFKL evolution equation, whih resums terms where large logarithms of the

form ln 1=x multiply the oupling onstant, must represent a valid approximation to

parton dynamis in some region of low x phase spae. The searh for evidene for

BFKL behaviour is one of the priniple urrent experimental ativities in low x physis.

Although it has been shown that introduing BFKL e�ets an improve the desription

of F

2

at low x [30℄, it is not yet aepted that anything more than standard DGLAP

evolution is required to desribe urrent inlusive DIS data. Exlusive �nal state

measurements may ultimately produe the learest BFKL signatures. Some of the more

promising areas of study are disussed below.

BFKL and DGLAP evolution have rather di�erent impliations for the details of

the parton ladder governing low x DIS proesses (�gure 1). In the DGLAP ase, one

expets an ordering in virtuality (k

t

) of the partons in the ladder, leading to rapidity

ordering of the transverse momenta of outgoing partons. The BFKL sheme has no suh
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strong ordering and therefore results in anomalously large high p

T

hadron yields away

from the photon vertex, for example at entral rapidity. The entral region of the 

�

p

frame orresponds to the forward region of laboratory rapidity.

Both H1 and ZEUS have studied the prodution of jets in this diÆult forward

region [31℄. H1 have also measured the ross setion for high p

T

forward �

0

prodution

[32℄. Similar onlusions are reahed in eah ase. The ZEUS forward jet data are

shown in �gure 4a. The data annot be desribed by standard DGLAP models (labelled

LEPTO and HERWIG). Only models that do not impose strong transverse momentum

ordering are able to desribe the data. One example is the ARIADNE model [33℄, based

on the olour dipole model and simulating BFKL ordering. However, the lak of strong

k

T

ordering an also be modelled through the introdution of partoni struture to the

virtual photon. This an be implemented in the RAPGAP [34℄ Monte Carlo model,

giving a suessful desription of all forward region data produed at HERA to date.

Thus the �nal state data from the forward region at HERA demonstrate that something

more than the simplest DGLAP model of the low-x parton ladder is required. However,

resolved virtual photons provide an alternative mehanism to BFKL to restore a good

desription of the data. Work on events with large rapidity separations between pairs

of jets, just beginning at the Tevatron, may help to resolve some of these ambiguities.
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Figure 4. (a). Cross setion for the prodution of jets with E

T

> 5 GeV,

0:5 < E

2

T

=Q

2

< 2 and p

jet

z

=E

p

> 0:036 in the Breit frame. (b). Data on the

fration f

(2D)

s

of Tevatron dijet events where a rapidity gap separates the jets at

p

s = 1800 GeV.

In appropriate kinemati regions, total, elasti and di�rative ross setions may

all be desribable in terms of the amplitude for elasti parton-parton sattering via the

exhange of gluon ladders, evolving aording to BFKL dynamis. BFKL alulations

are most reliable where large sales are present at both verties [35℄. One example is
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the total 

�



�

ross setion [36℄. Where both photons have suÆiently high virtuality,

measurement onditions at LEP are favourable and �rst data have appeared [37℄. The

data suggest a relatively strong energy dependene, whih may be onsistent with BFKL

preditions. However the present data an be desribed equally well by non-BFKL QCD

models, for example those involving virtual photon struture [38℄.

Another proess where large sales are present at both verties is di�rative

sattering at large jtj, where preision data are starting to appear from HERA and

the Tevatron. The quasi elasti proess p! V Y where V denotes a vetor meson and

Y is a proton or low mass proton exitation has been measured for V = J= , � and

� [39℄. The results in the relatively low jtj regions aessed to date are mixed, only the

J= fully onforming to the BFKL preditions.

The lassi high jtj di�rative proess is the prodution of dijets separated by a

rapidity gap, implying a net olour singlet exhange. Here, the magnitude of t is lose

to the jet E

2

T

and is thus very large. The size of the ross setion is usually quanti�ed as

the fration of all dijet events that have a rapidity gap between the jets. Clear signals

have been observed at large jet pseudorapidity separation �� both in photoprodution

at HERA [40℄ and in p�p interations at the Tevatron [41,42℄. The gap fration at large

�� dereases with entre of mass energy, being around 0.1 at

p

s ' 200 GeV at HERA,

0.025 at

p

s = 630 GeV at the Tevatron and 0.01 at

p

s = 1800 GeV at the Tevatron.

This trend is opposite to that naively expeted from BFKL alulations. However, it

seems likely that rapidity gap destrution due to reinterations of beam remnants plays

an important role. Two very di�erent models of these e�ets [43, 44℄ both predit a

rapidity gap survival probability that falls with entre of mass energy in a manner that

qualitatively resembles that in the data.

The Tevatron gap frations have been measured as a funtion of jet E

T

as well as

�� (see �gure 4b). The gap fration is found to be at or slowly rising with E

jet

T

, whih

mathes preditions based on the reation of rapidity gaps by soft olour interations

in otherwise standard dijet events [45℄. It has been demonstrated that if rapidity gap

destrution e�ets are inluded, BFKL dynamis an also desribe these data [44℄.

All of the measurements disussed above an be interpreted in terms of BFKL

e�ets, yet none onlusively demonstrates the need for BFKL at present olliders.

Data from the upgraded Tevatron and HERA may allow us to resolve this question.
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